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INTRODUCTION: ORIGIN OF THE FOP 
English Ancestors£! l!!!, Fop 
To say that the fop was produced by mutation in 
seventeenth century literature would claim undue encomiums 
for the Restoration dramatists. The :fop is the clown, the 
:rool, the buffoon, the coxcomb of the Restoration stage. 
He is the man in whom the essence of most or the satire in 
the play is found in one comical character. However, in 
earlier comedies ean be found characters showing evidence 
that they must have influenced his creation enough to be 
called literary prototypes. 
"Comedy," wrote Aristotle over two thousand years ago, 
"is an imitation of characters of a lower type. It consists 
in some defect or ugliness which is not painful or destruc-
tive."1 For many centuries the comic character was a 
soeial interpretation of this quotation. Comedy dealt with 
the "baser sort of men," men low on the social scale. 
Shakespeare, particularly in his earliest comedies, took 
his truly comic characters from the lowest classes: Speed 
and Launce, servants; Shallow, a county justice, and his 
cousin Slender; Elbow, the constable, and Pompey, the 
olown; Dogberry, a constable; Holofernes, the school-
1 Aristotle, Poetics, in The Great Critics, edited by Smith 
and Parks, p. 8. 
maste~ ; Dull, a constable; and Costa.rd, a cl.own; the eomio 
group ot ! Midsummer Night'.a Dream ot Bottom, uinoe, Snout, 
Flute. All thes-e hav been drawn from the low st olasses, 
either servant.a or people ot 1nsignitioant positions. 
Shakespeare• s main a..ttempt in h1s comedies was to portray 
life with a central theme ot love and with a haP»Y ending. 
tie used little personal satire or b.ari,h laughter. 
Ir satire is present, it is only on rare oooasions 
a ,atlr ot manners, it deals rather with something 
un1versalt a satire ot tho t tu1ty or selt-l~yer$, 
ot the powei- Wbi~h the hWll8.D heart has or aelt• 
deception. or it is a genial mockery of the 1n• 
eptitude ot brainless aelt-1mportanoe, or the 
little languid lover•a amoroua endeavours, or the 
lumbering paoe or heavy-witted tsnoranoe whioh . 
cannot catch a common meaning even by the ta11.2 
There 1s little doubt that in the early oomedies ot 
Shakespeare are the spiremes which will l.ater produoe the 
top. In L-ove's Labo:91:'s Lost there is an attack on attec-
tatlon, but this attack is not vit~ized in one person. 
Celibacy is attacked in the entire play. Buphu1aa 1e 
r1d.1ouled by the comic muse through Don Arma.do. Pedantry 
is made comic by Holoternes. Rolof'ernes snows egotism and 
a poverty ot intellect that is later highly developed in 
his toppi,sh grandson or the Restoration stage . 
When Etol.otsrnes and Sir N 1;,haniel oome together• they 
are at great pains to exhibit their learning, and like the 
later fops they resort to a toreign language. 
2 Edward Dowden, "Shakespeare as a Comio Dramatist," in R•i-
resentative, English Oo19ei1~~e, edited by C. ~ Ga.yley, p. 43 . 
2 
Holoternes: He draweth out the thread of his ver-
bosity fine~ than the staple or his argument • 
. I abhor such fanatical phant·as·ms; ~ such in-
sociable and point-devise companions; - - - -
This is abhominable, which. he would call 
'abbominable:' it 1ns1nuateth me or 1nsanie. 
Ne intelligis, domine? to make trantic, lunatic. 
Nathaniel: taus Deo, bo:n.e intelligo. 
Bol.: 'Eone?·' - 'bone' tor 'bene.' Priscian a 
little scratch'd; 'twill serve. 
Later Moth, the page, remarks of their ha.l.t-Latin jargon. 
They have been at S great feast of languages and 
stol'n the scraps. 
In Twelfth Night Sir Toby Belch and Sir Andrew Ague-
eheek are comic figures or the lesser nobility. Shake-
speare was one of the earliest dramatists to find the 
comic in portraying defects, or ugliness, or affectations 
of society in a person from the upper bracket of society. 
Sir Andrew is lacking . in real intellect and in appropriatEt 
manners, yet he is sincere and unconscious of himself. H$ 
strives only for his own entertainment, and fails to 
realize he is intellectually the baser sort ot man. 
Sir Toby: Approac}l, Sir Andrew. Not to be abed 
after midnight is to be up betimes; and *dilu-
culo surgere,' thou know'st--
S1r Andrew: Nay, by my' trotk, I know not; but I 
know to be up late is to be up late. 
Sir 'foby: A false conclusion! I hate it as an 
unfill'd can. To be up after midnight and to 
go to bed then is to go t .o bed betimes. Does 
not our lite consist of four elements? 
Sir Andrew: Jaith, so they say; but I think it 
rather consists or eating and drinking. 
~ Shakespeare, Love's Labour's Lost, in The Complete Works 
ot Shakespeare, edited by George Kittredge, p. 215. 
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Sir Toby: Th'art a scholar! Let us therefore4ea.t 
and drink. Marian I say! a stoup of wine! 
These then are oomie ·characters, but they are now 
drawn from the upper class. They are discovered in the 
lineage of the f"op family, yet they are not true tops be-
cause of their manner ot treatment. Jverything about them 
is seen in a joyous mood; they are laughed at as is the top. 
but they are liked. There 1s 110 pain in their absurdity; 
there is. no truly harsh laughter or satire. Sir Toby says, 
Dost thou think, because thou art virtuous, there 
shall be no more cakes and ale?~ 
They wil.l get their cakes and ale and enjoy them. Sir 
Andrew is of the merry UJ>per · class, unintellectu.al grand-
father of the · vain, unintellectual Restoration fop. Sir .. 
Andrew does not try to disguise what he is, nor pretend to 
be what he is not as do his grandsons. However, the same 
.sort of personality with the same high class position tound 
,in a highly artificial age gives Wycherley, Shadwell, 
Congreve, and others material tor their satire. 
Although Shakespeare has drawn his truly comic charac-
ters from .the country bumpkin, the servant, the clown, and 
the lower class .man, the baser sort or men socially, in some 
instances he finds comedy in · the intellectual laok of the 
4 Sha)cespeare, Twelfth Night. in George Kittredge, Qi1.. cit.,. 
p. 409. 
5 Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, in George Ki ttr.edge, Q1l.. tlL , 
p. 41.0. 
upper class man. However, he does not satirize him but 
rather allows the audience to enjoy with him the "cakes and 
ale." It is in Shakespeare that one finds evidences ot a . 
change in the interpretation or Aristotle's phrase. One 
finds in Shakespearean comedy foppish characters, distinct 
yet not having undergone the metamorphosis that. makes the . 
Restoration oharaote·r. 
In Elizabethan London another familiar character with 
obvious foppish traits was the gallant. Proud, ostenta-
tious, fashionable?,. he strutted his hour in Elizabethan 
society. Shakespeare refers to these characters with scorn. 
In Othello Brabantio speaks of his daughter and her suitors, 
So opposite to marriage that she shunn'd 
The wealthy curled darlings of our nation.6 
Another Elizabethan writer in a mock-serious book of 
manners presents this gallant and pretends to show him in a 
typical London day. He is probably an ancestor of the 
;Restoration top. 
-------let our gallant presently advance himself up 
to the throne of the stage,----- First a conspicuous 
eminence is gotten.; by which means the best· and most 
essential parts of a gallant (good clothes, a pro-
portionable leg, white hand, the Persian lock, and a 
tolerabL-e beardJ are perfectly revealed. 
By sitting on the stage, you have signed patent to 
engross 'the whole commodity of censure;-------yet no 
man shall once ofter to hinder you from obtaining 
the title of an insolent, overweening coxcomb. 
-------tor if you should bestow your person upon 
the vulgar when the belly of the house is but half 
6 Shakespeare, Othello. 1n George Kittredge, ~cit., p.1246. 
tull, your apparel is quite eaten up, the fashion 
lost,----~-- It shall crown you with rich commenda-
tion to laugh aloud in the midst or the most serious 
and sad.dest scene ot the terriblest tragedy;------
To conclude, hoard up the finest play-scraps you 
ean get, upon which your lean wit maf most savourly 
feed, for want or other sturr,------
In the Jonsonian comedy of humours there are charac-
ters who can be more clearly s·een as the ancestors of the 
highly developed ehara.cter of the Restoration drama. Jon-
son in these comedies is critical and satirical or the 
· follies and affectations or man, a.nd this attitude is 
requisite for the creation ot a top. Heretofore, comedy 
had been filled with incident and language, more or less 
comic. 
'~ 
There was the rough native humour of the profess1on,al 
clown, with his variant, the Vice of the Moralities; 
the humour or practical jokes and horsepla1. There 
was the more retin&d humour of the professional jes-
ter, becoming normal in th.e persistently pointed 
dialogue of Lyly. There was the humour of accident, 
confusion of identity through disguises or natural 
likenesses".-------. Tb.ere was lastly the humour of' 
JD.ere absurdity and ignoranc.e, that6or the clown by 
nature, not by profession---~----. 
In Love's· Labour's Lost there was eomedy based on the affec-
tation of society; Jonson .saw personal. affectations to be 
comic. · Jonson's comedy was primarily an interpretation ot 
life; hence he revealed the comic in interpreting the 
'Thomas Dekker, The Gull's Hornbook, in The Literature Qt. 
Engl.and, edited by Woods, Watt, and Anderson, pp.380-383. 
e ._irjnf;Jley Nieholson and c. H. Herford in Introduction to 
Jonson• s Plays, p. xvi. 
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the humours or man. He thought that comedies should not 
deal with princes and g·reat noblemen but that the . characters 
should be drawn exclusively from the middle and lower 
classes. 
In accordance with these principles, Jonson set his 
comedies in .contemporary London, he modeled his 
characters on typical middle and lower class people 
whom he saw about him, and he attempted so to display 
these characters that the audienee would laugh at 
their vanity and their greed and in so doing would 
laugh themselves out of their own ad.diction to these 
same vices.~ 
Jonson, thus, upheld the Aristotelian interpretation or the 
baser sort of men in comedy, men low on the social scale, 
but Jonson found comedy in oharaeter by holding up to ridi-
cule the foibles of one person. Jonson created characters 
much the same as characters in Restoration drama though his 
were not as distinctly drawn to represent the satire; he 
interpreted all actions in the terms or humours as phlegma-
tic, sanguinary, choleric, or melancholic, but, or most im-
portance, Jonson gave to the Restoration comedy the method 
or seeing and creating satirical characters.lo Jonson was 
critical and imitative of the manners of the time as well as 
or the man as a whole; hence, in Jonson's characters were 
combined the imitation of' follies of the time and imitation 
of personal follies. At one time Jonson says in the person 
of Asper in the introduction of Every~ Out £f_ His Humour: 
9 F. B. Millet and s . s . Bentley, QR_. cit., p. 60. 
10 Allardyce Nicoll, Restoration Drama (1600-1700), pp. 167-
170. . 
But, with an armed and resolved hand, 
I' 11 strip the ragged follies of the time, 
Naked, as at their birth------------------11 
And later he adds: 
---------So in every human body 
The choler, melancholy, phlegm, and blood, 
By reason that they flow continually 
In some one part, and are not eontinent, 
Reoei ve the name of Humours. Now thus tar 
It may, by metaphor, apply itself 
Unto the general disposition: 
As when some one peculiar quality 
Doth so possess a man, that it doth draw 
All his affects, his spirits, and his powers, 
In their confluotions, all to run one way, 
Jut that a rook, by wearing a pied feather, 
The cable hat band, or the three-piled ruff, 
A yard of Shoe-tie, or the Switzer 's knot 
Or his French garters, should affect_ a tthumour! " 
0, it is more than most ridiculous.12 
In the same oharaeter of Asper, Jonson suggests, as do 
Congreve and Etherege, that the play is but a mirror "where 
they shall see Time's detormity," but Jonson has a deliber-
ate element or retorm that the later writers ignore and by 
ignoring achieve more spontaneity. 
-----------------my strut hand Was made to sieze on vice, and with a gripe 
Squeeze out the humour ot such spongy nature 
As lick up every idle vanity.13 
By this method he creates characters who are definitely im-
mediate ancestors of the Restoration fop. 
In Every~ Ou.t Et. Bis Humour, Jonson comes very clos& 
11 Ben J'ons-on, Plays, p. 117. 
12 Ibid., p. 118. 
13 ~., p. 121. 
a 
to producing the true fop which flourishes later. Foremost 
in this type of character is Fastidious Brisk who has all 
the artificial attention to manner and fashion and the lack 
of in~elligence or the fop. In Jonson's description or the 
oharacters he presents Brisk as 
A neat Spruce atfeeting courtier, one that, wears 
clothes well, and in fashion; practiseth by his 
glass, how to salute; speaks good remnants -----14 
Ot Clove and Orange he says: 
An inseparable case of coxcombs, eity born; the 
Gemini, or twins of foppery; that like a pair or 
wooden foils, are fit tor nothing but to be 
practiced upon. -----Their glory is to invite 
players, and make suppers, and in ·company or better 
rank to avoid the suspect of insufficiency, will 
inforce their ignorance most ·deSl)eri5ely, to set 
upon the understanding or anything. 
Sogliardo, since he has money, desires to be a gentleman. 
He asks Carlo Buffone how to proceed and Carlots sugges-
tions, which he gives with the intent to "make admirable 
use of my medicine upon this lump of copper" (Sogliardo), 
include many of the same attributes the Restoration fop had 
to acquire. Carlo suggests that Sogliardo turn four or 
five hundred acres of his "best land into two or three 
trunks of apparel," study the carriage and behaviour ot 
gentlemen, and learn two or three peculiar oaths to swear, 
and, above all, protest and affirm in play, "Upon your 
credit" and "As you are a true gentleman." Carlo also ad-
14 Ibid .• , p. 114. 
15 Ibid., p. 115. 
vises Sogliardo when he comes to plays to be humorous and 
"laugh at nothing but your own jests, or else as the noble-
men la.ugh," and "pretend alliance with courtiers and great 
persons." 
Fastidious Brisk is very close to the true fop. He 
seems to have most ot the elements of the Restoration fellot1. 
He is vain ot his amours , but not successful in them. At 
one time he enters the stage bragging that a countess gave 
him her hand to kiss.16 His interest in clothes has been 
oarried to such an extent that Fungoso, who also has an in-
tense interest in fashion, brings his tailor to copy Brisk's 
clothes. 
J'ungoso: O, he is here --- look you, Sir , that's the 
gentlemen. 
Tailor: What , he 1' the blush-coloured satin? 
Fungoso: Ay, he, sir; though his suit blushes, he 
blushes n-0t; look you. that's the suit, sir; I 
would have' .mine such a suit, without di:f:f erence, 
such st1tr, sueh a wing, such a sleeve, such a 
skil~' belly, and all; therefore, pray you observe 
it. 
These slight sketches of some of the Jonsonian charac-
ters serve only to show that before the period of Restoration 
drama there were plays from which the later dramatists ob-
tained material in drawing .their satirical creations who 
well p-ortrayed their own a.ge. These earlier characters 
served as models or inspirations to the methods or the 
Restoration dramatist. 
16 Ibid., p. 168. 
17 Ibid., p. 181. 
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His French aousins 
The 1ntluenee of Moliere; who was the greatest writer 
of comedy in France at the time of the English Restoration, 
cannot be ignored. Moliere de.finitely had a far d1tterent 
theory of comedy from Shakespeare's. Moliere had oritioal, 
corrective, thoughtful laughter, to use Meredith's phrase, 
while Shakespeare had a tolerant, sympathetic laugh. Jon-
son's method was to use an abstract quality in the appearanoe 
·Of an individual man and present it critically. In Moliere'• 
comedies, there was oriti.cism not only of a humour, or of 
manners, or of the age, but of the vices and follies or all 
ages.18 Moliere dealt with broad general vices, affecta-
tions, and passions like seltishness, greed, hypocrisy, and 
corruptions in taste and se.ntiment. 
Doubtless, the Freneh influence should not be restricted 
wholly to Moliere , for all the French court and upper s.ooi-
ety had had direct personal contact with Charles II and his 
courtiers before his return to the throne in l66o.19 
Without doubt the people with whom the Restorat'ion 
eourt1ers round themselves most in sympatl'.\y were the 
French---gay, tearless, godless as themselves, with 
a royalist regime, and a comedy brimming over wi,th 
the veriest cream of wit. Audacious, beautiful, 
with a classical perfection in the rapier thrust ot 
their humour, they would have charmed the E.thereges 
and the Congreves or the age even it so many ot the 
royalist supporters had not been forced to live among 
.lS Robert M. Smith, Types of Soe'ial Comedy, p . 7. 
1 9 Allardyee Nicoll , ..5:m. oit., p. 1'76. 
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them for many long years or exile, learning their 
manners, their morals, and their mien.20 
The list or the translations and adaptations ot MolierEt 
during the forty years after the Restoration is imposing.21 
It was the wit and dialogue of the great Frenehman that men 
like Wycherley, Congreve, Vanbrugh, and Ether_ege copied. 
That Moliere's works were read, translated, and sometimes 
o-opied is true, but Moli~re and the !'reneh comedy were not 
presented in England. Comedy was definitely English after 
it came from the pens of the Restoration dramatists. The 
characters of these plays were English gentlemen of the 
period in England. However, even in the plays of Moliere 
,oan be seen individuals with foppish characteristics.. The 
characters show much of the same social and intellectual 
1satire; they have a distinct lack or the ability to evaluate 
what is refinement, wit, intellect, and what is not. 
In Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme can be seen many of the 
same qualities ot the Restoration fop. Poor Mr. Jordan, 
who is the bourgeois gentilhomme striving to be in the so-
cially elite, does not know whether he should wear his gown 
· 22 tlhen listening to the music or not. Later, his tailor is 
titting him and the following conversation occurs: 
Mr. Jordan: What a deuce have we here? You have put 
the flowers downwards. 
20 Ibid • , p • l 71. 
21 Allardyoe Nicoll, op. cit., p. lf2. 
;22 Moliere, The Cit Turned Gentleman, in World Drama, edited. 
by Barl"etT""ll.-ciark, p. 216. 
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Master-Tailor: Why, you did not tell me you would have 
'em upwards. 
Mr. J'ordan: Was there any need to tell you that? 
Master-Tailor: Yes certainly. All the people of 
quality wear 'em in that way. 
Mr. J'ordan: Do people of quality wear the :flowers 
downwards? 
Master-Tailor: Yes, sir. 
Mr. J'ordan: Oh 'tis very well then. 
Master-Tailor: If Y~M please I'll put 'em upwards. 
Mr. Jordan: No, No. 
Here is the interest in fashion, the striving t ·o be 
upper class or quality. Like his foppish English cousin 
Mr. J'ordan lacked intellect. At one time after careful 
instruction by his Philosophy-Master on prose, he says, 
How? When I say, Nicola, bring me my slippers, 
and give me my night cap, is that prose? 
Philosophy-Master: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Jordan: On my conscience, I have spoken prose 
above these forty years, without knowing any-
thing of the matter------24 · 
It must be remembered, however,. that Mr. Jordan is 
definitely lower class trying to be upper class, while the 
English fop is a native member or the upper class with what 
was thought to be lower class lack of wit. Nevertheless, 
the characteristics found in this character are much the 
same as those found in the fop. Mr. Jordan is duped for his 
money as easily as his English counterpart is duped. 
In Les Precieuses Ridicules, Moliere presents what 
eould almost be called temale fops. He deals with malformed 
affectations in this play. There is one character, 
23 Moliere, 212.• cit., p. 233. 
24 Ibid., p. 232 
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Masoarille, a beau ot the preoieuses, who has many foppish 
characteristics, foremost of which is his interest in 
fashion. The following discourse of Mascnrille with Cathos 
and Madelon concerning Mascarille•s clothes is not a far 
cry from conversations of Etherege's character, Sir Fopling 
Flutter, whose obvious attempts to draw attention to each 
article of his apparel are seen in ~he ·~ of Mode. 
Masc.: What do you think of my top-knot, sword-knot 
and rosettes? Do you find them harmonize vith 
my coat? 
Cath.: Perfectly. 
Masc .: Do you think the ribbon well chosen? 
Mad .: Furiously well. It is real Pedridgeon . 
Masc.: What do you think of my rolls? 
Mad .: They look very fashionable . 
Masc . : I may at least boast that they are a quarter 
of e yard wider than any that heve been made. 
Mad.: I must own I never saw the elegance of dress 
carried farther. 
Maso .: Please to fas ·ten the reflection of your 
smelling faculty upon these £loves . 
Mad .: They smell awfully fine. 
Cath.: I never inhaled a more delicious perfume . 
Masc .: And this? (He gives them his powdered wig to 
smell.) . 
Mad .: It has the true quality odor----
Masc .: You say nothing of my feathers. How do you 
like them? .25 
Oath.: They are frightfully beautiful. 
From such scenes in Mol1ere's plays Restoration comedy 
adapted much of its spirit of satire, the criticism of 
foibles and vices of the age . His wit and dialogue were 
copied. He also had characters who portray many of the 
same characteristics found in the Restoration fop. 
! 5 Moliere , Les Preoieuses Ridicules, in The Drama , Vol. VII, 
pp . 152-3:-
l.4 
By 1660, when Charles II ascended the throne and ended 
the Puritan commonwealth, comedy differed from Shakespeare's. 
Shakespeare was a romanticist, creative and s pontaneous in 
his comedy. His was a story-telling drama. Re was national 
in bis representation of life. His comic characters were 
usually found in the lower social class. But,' by the time 
of the Restoration, he was not the model for playwrights . 
Milton in L'Allegro said of him, 
Or sweetest Shakespeare , Fancy's child, 
Warble his native woodnotes wild. 
Jonson and Moliere gave to the Restoration ideas of 
character presentation . They were both neo-classica.l. 
Critical of the foibles and vices of the age , they used 
satire in their comedi6s . Jonson was critical and imitative 
or the man and his time. He gave to the Restoration a method 
of seeing and creating character. Dealing with phases ot 
vice, affectation , emotion of man in that age, Moliere was 
critical and corrective. 
In the Restoration, comedy was no longer story-telling , 
no longer romantic; it became a comedy of incident and 
situation. Restoration comedy became local, representative 
of Whitehall . It ~~s arti ficial , i mitative, critical, 
satirical of the fashions, follies, vices, and frivolities 
of the new age. 
The new comedy became indeed not merely a 
follower of English or French models but very 
distinctly the reflection of the manners of the 
15 
new age.26 
In this comedy flourished the fop, an embodiment or social 
and intellectual satire. Not only was the stage set for 
him but also the age. It was a highly critical, satirical, 
artificial age to which he eam.e, and he lent himself well as 
a means of satire against the excesses of the fashionable 
~ monde of this period. Beeause this character in his 
highest development seems to be found only in the literature 
of the Restoration, the problem of this paper is to study 
the fop as a product of his age. 
26 i i . A.H. Thornd ke, Engl sh Comedy, p. 274. 
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THE RESTORATION FOP 
f:! Character of~ Fop 
The fop is a race apart. He is a bipe~ human but 
plumed. Much is intimated by his plumage because his 
fashions influence his manners, his speech, and often his 
intellect. There is afteetation in everything about him. 
He is the false virtuoso. He is used by the Restoration 
dramatist as a means of satire of social and intellectual 
affectation. He is conscious only of his clothes, and over~ 
conscious of them. His conversation, sprinkled with French, 
with affectations, and enforced wit and similitudes, is 
voluminous but means nothing. Those who know him say he 
"ravishes our conversation."1 His manners are overdone, 
with gentility of manners entirely missed. lUs at~ire, his 
walk, and his conversation say, "Feast your eyes on me!" 
He strives so hard for sociability that others hang the 
placard of boredom over his presence and catalog him with 
these names, "sophisticated dulnes$,"2 "cock-fool of all 
tools~ n3 "admirable piece of emptiness, "4 ''a man of great 
l William Wycherley , The Country Wife, in William Wycherley, 
edited by W. C. Ward, p. 257. 
2 George Etherege, The Man of Mode, in Representative 
English Dramas, edited by Frederick Tupper and James w. 
Tupper, p. 147. 
3 
.ll.1.g. , p. 141. 
4 ~-, p. 128. 
1'1 
acquired follies, tt5 "one of those nauseous offerers at wit. ,,.8 
I rise, madam, about ten o'clock. I don't rise 
sooner, because 'tis the worst thing in the world for 
the complexion; not that I pretend to be a beau; but 
a man must endeavor to look wholesome, lest he make 
s·o nauseous a figure in the side-box, the ladies 
should be compelled to turn their eyes upon the play.? 
Much time is always spent with the taylor and hair-
dresser upon arising. He "buckles on his clothes one by 
one."8 This procedure is quite a ritual with the taylor, 
shoemaker, hairdresser, and assistants. After much argu-
ment with his helpers about his pockets being too high or 
too low, his shoes too tight, his stockings too thick or too 
thin, his periwig too full or too thin, he is dressed, or 
rather costumed. 
Now, if I find 'tis a good day, I resolve to take a 
turn in the Fark, and see the fine women;--- It it be 
nasty weather, I take a turn in the chocolate house; 
where, as you walk, madam, you have the prettiest pros-
pect 1n9the world; you have looking-glasses all round 
you.---
However, he may stroll through St. James Park or Mul-
berry Gardens, or he may go to the shop of Mrs. Trunket in 
the Exchange, where gallants "scent their eyebrows and peri-
5 Ibid., p. 128. 
6 Wycherley, The Country Wife, in W. C. Ward, .212· cit., 
p. 255. 
? Sir John Vanbrugh, The Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper,~· 
.Q.U., p. 263. 
8 
.Illig., p. 264. 
9 .I:b..1g., p. 264. 
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wigs with a little essence of orange or jessamine."10 
He lolls the day away in this manner till evening when 
after another dressing orgy the fop flutters into the drawing-
room with an affectation of manners trying to get the at-
tention of everyone. He orders his page around, kisses the 
hands or the ladies, and then ealls them a belles assembleea.11 
He continues to compare everything to French customs, French 
people, or to describe everything in French words. 
He :rorces himself upon the men condescendingly and for 
the dinner hour either tries to join their circle or brags 
about the engagement he has with one of distinction. After 
dinner he joins the drawing-room circle, where he dances 
and admires himself in the mirror.12 
He spends much time in his book gallery. 
I have a private gallery with nothing but books 
and looking glasses. Madam, I have gilded 'em, and 
ranged 'em so prettily, betore Gad, it is the most 
entertaining thing in the world to walk and look on 
'em."13 
Very often he will go to the theatre to sit where he 
can draw all the eyes upon himself, especially the ladies•. 
He loves to sit in the wit's row (Sparkish}. Sometimes he 
attends two plays during an evening and always sits with hi$ 
10 Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. VIII, p. 1$&. 
11 George Etherege, The Man ot Mode, in Tupper and Tupper, 
~- cit., p. 145.- - - . --
12 Ibid., p. 156. 
13 Colley Cibber, Love's Last Shift, in Tupper and Tupper, 
-21?. cit •• .P• 224. 
back to the stage to draw the attention of the public, whieh 
:he is at "more pains to preserve than ever any lady after 
the smallpox to recover her complexion."14 
He sometimes will sing to entertain and draw attention 
to himselt. 15 In fact, the famous Lord Foppington says, 
My life, madam, is a perpetual stream O·f pleasure, 
that glides through such a variety of entertainments, 
I believe the wisest of our ane~~tors never had the 
least conception or any of 'em.16 
His Social Character 
The fop was drawn directly from the audience before 
whom he acted. 
Restoration drama was written ror a limited audience. 
JJever over two theatres and sometimes only one supplied the 
4rama to the audience, which was a socially select group from 
t.he upper strata of society, usually from only the court 
~ircle. The demands and desires of these people set the 
standards and chose the material tor the drama. Although 
Charles was on the throne, Puritan tenets were still held 
among the middle and lower class people. '!'hey would not 
14 Sir John Vanbrugh, The Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
Ql2... cit., p. 263. 
15 George Etherege, The Man of Mode, in Tupper and Tupper, 
Q:11.. cit., p. 156. 
lo Sir John Vanbrugh, The Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
~cit., p. 263. 
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attend the theatre, for the attitude or the drama, which was 
the attitude of the court, was in direct discord with Puri-
tan sentiment. 
Had the courtiers been less debauched, had Charles 
been less the slave to his passions, had the play-
wrights maintained a more sedate attitude towards life, 
the citizens might, too, have flocked to the playhouses 
as in Elizabethan times.--------------Dur1ng the Dutch 
wars when a certain number of the gallants and beaux 
were gone to sea, an appeal might be made trom the 
stage to the citizens "of Lombard-street," but in 
the main those who were engaged in business, unless 
they were younger sons or the nobility, were ridi-
culed in plays, undes!red among the spectators. The 
Courtiers made of the theatre a meeting place of their 
own, with licence ot' all kinds,----------------------
The spectators, then, for whom the poets wrote and the 
actors played were the courtiers and their satellites. 
'!'he noblemen in the pit and boxes, the tops and beaux 
and wits or would-be-wits who hung on to their society, 
the women of the court, depraved and licentious as the 
men, the courtesans with whom these women of quality 
moved and conversed as on equal terms, made up at least 
four-fifths of the entire audience. Add a sprinkling 
of footmen in the upper gallery, a stray country cousin 
or two scattered throughout the theatre, and the pic-
ture of the audience is complete. All of these took 
their cue from the king.17 
'!'his audience brought with itself to the theatre all 
its inherent desires, foibles, vanities, imitations, and 
a:f'f'aires, and these peculiarities, in turn, served the drama,-
ttst as material for comedy. 
With the reestablishment of' the monarchy there broke 
out an insurrection of instincts long held in check. A de-
sire for self-expression denied under the austerity or the 
l 'uritans led to a teeling of independence and licentious-
17 .Allardyce Nicoll, Jll>· cit., pp. 7-8. 
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ness.16 Comedy then catered to a leisure class who loved 
wine, women, and song, and, in turn, took its subjects :from 
its audience. The affaires ~ coeur of the stage took their 
cue from the audience. One needs only to consider Charles 
as the example of society with Nell Gwyn and Lady Castle-
maine. It was this social background which Wycherley, 
Etherege, and others used for imitation and for criticism. 
It was to this audience that they held up the mirror. 
'Tis by your follies that we players thrive, 
As the physicians by diseases live; 
And as each year some new distemper reigns, 
Whose triendly poison helps t • in.crease their gains, 
So among you the.re starts up every day 
Some new, unheard-of tool for us to play. 
Then, for your own sakes be not too severe, 
Nor what you all admire a.t home, damn here; 
Since each is fond of his own ugly :race, 
Why should you, when we hold it, break the glass?l9 
With the restoration of the house of Stuart, Fashion 
also regained the throne, from which she had been driven by 
the stern and puritanical republicans, and like the. "merry 
monarch" with whom she returned, many were the pranks she 
played in the delirium of her joy; many the excesses she 
committed. Taste and elegance were abandoned for extrava-
gance and folly;----20 One critic ot the clothes or that 
period remarked on the magnificence of dress, the "periwigs, 
18 Legouis and Cazamain, History of English Literature, 
Vol. II, p. 32. 
19 Etherege, The Man of Mode, trom Prologue, in Tupper and 
Tupper, ~. cit., p. 131. 
i20 J. R. Planehe, History of British Costume, pp. 323-4. 
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monstrous, bushy," the "petticoat breeches ruffled like a 
pigeon," "frills of deep laoe," and "bushes of ribbon."21 
Pepys wrote that he would wear his three pound periwig.22 
Even Pepys was addicted to fashion; he said: 
'l'his morning came home my fine caulet cloak, with 
gold buttons, and a silk suit, which cost me much 
money, and I pray God to make me able to pay for it.23 
Fashion had attained this important place in the lite 
ot the time, part.11 beOause it had languished for so long 
under the Puritan severity of the commonwealth. With the 
return of Charles to England the courtiers burst out in 
e.:xaggerated splendour in compensation for the dark days ot 
the Puritan ascendant. 
The Sir !Poplings and Sir Courtlys, who had dis-
appeared in the east wind of the ascetic days of 
James, 'began to sun themselves in the Mall again, 
the same delicious creatures, with their long fair 
wigs, and the creve-ooeur looks curling on the napes 
of their soft neeks,~tli their scarlet heels, and 
clouded canes, and laced handkerchief's breathing the 
Montpellier essenee or perfume of millefleur water, 
their gold boxes ot pastillios in their hands, their 
elderly races painted young with Spanish red and 
white ceruse, and the :frangipan exhaling from the 
ehioken-skin gloves upon their plump white hands. 
These were the Beaux, the pink of French aftectation!4 the great heroic figures of the comedy of their age. 
Having lately returned from the court of Louis XIV, 
21 Dion c. Collings, English Costume, p. 36&. 
22 . 
· Ibid., p. 373. 
2~ Samuel Pepys, Diary,. Vol. I , p. 118. 
24 Edmund Gosse, .11f! or William Congreve, p. 13. 
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Charles and his courtiers brought many of these fashions ant 
manners directly from Franee. French words, Frenoh valets, 
French clothes, French manners, and French dancing and 
singing masters were in vogue in the court circle. 
In the Memoirs of ~ Count .2! Grammont, when he was 
describing the Earl of Ossory, he failed not to mention that 
he has a "Tery handsome face" and "a goed head of hair."25 
There were two pri_me requisites tor the man or fashion then. 
Not only did Grammont show the court as having much interest 
in ordinary dress, but as also using even fancy dress and 
masquerade. At one masquerade he had to go in his ordinary 
court clothes because his fancy dress had not arrived from 
Paris. 
The thing was preposterous on such an occasion, and 
very extraorindary withrespect to him: in vain had he 
the ftnest point-lace with the largest and best 
powdered peruke imaginable: his dress, magnificent 
enough for any other purpose, was not at all proper 
for this entertaimnent.26 
Again the Count mentioned the splendour of the court. 
The cour·t, as we have mentioned betore, was an entire 
scene of gallantry and amusements, with all the polite-
ness and magnificence which the inclinations ot a prinea 
naturally addieted to tenderness and pleasure could 
suggest;---- all studied to set themselves oft to the 
best advantage: ~----~ ot~,rs distinguished themselves 
by show and ma.gnifioenee. 
25 The Memoirs of the Count of Grammont, p. 118. 
26 Ibid. ,p. 152. 
27 Ibid. ,p. 198. 
From this description of the social background of the 
period we can see that in the plays the fops were not fic-
tional, for the Restoration dramatists were quite realistic. 
Let us turn to the plays to tind the adoration of fashion 
and over-nicety or attire satirized. 
One of the earliest in the long line of the fop family 
was Sir Fopling Flutter in~ M!B, .2£ !2!!,. Although he was 
one of the first tops, he was not less skilled in the tradi-
tions of his family's abilities. On the contrary, he became 
one of the most memorable figures of his line. When Sir 
Fopling sweeps onto the stage in the midst of his equipage, 
he has been thoroughly described by Dorimant and Medley and 
has been heralded as a "tawdry French ribandt a formal 
cravat." 
Dorimant: He is the pattern of modern foppery. 
Medley: He was yesterday at t .he play with a pair of 
gloves up to his elbows, and a periwig more 
exactly curled than a lady's head newly dressed 
:for a ball.28 
Arter Sir Fopling enters, no one remarks abo,ut his 
clothes, but not to be daunted he draws attention to each 
article of his apparel. 
Sir Fopling: The tassels are new and pretty. 
Medley: I never saw a coat better cut. 
Sir Fop.: It makes me show long-waisted and, I 
think, slender. 
Dorimant: That's the shape our ladies dote on. 
28 George Etherege, The Man of Mode, in Tupper and Tupper, 
~· eit., p. 135.- - - -
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Lady Townley: His gloves are well-fringed, large, and 
graceful. 
Sir Fop.: I was always eminent for being bien gante. 
Emilia: He wears nothing but what are originals ot 
the famous hands in Paris. 
Sir Fop. : You are in the right, madam. 
Lady Town.: The suit? 
Sir Fop.: Barroy. 
Emilia: The garniture? 
Sir Fop.: Le Gras. 
Medley: The shoes? 
Sir Fop.: Picear. 
Dorimant: 'l'he periwig? 
Sir Fop.: Chedreux. 
Emilia: The Gloves? 
Sir Fop.: Orangerie.29 
-The interest in fashion of Sir Fopling extends even to 
others, tor he suggests to Dorimant that he be allowed to 
send his own man to dress Dorimant.30 
Another of the same species who pays such high tribute 
to dress and fashion that his name ts derived from this at-
tention is Sir Novelty Fash1Qn in Love's~ Shift. He, 
too, has been so individual in his attention to fashion that 
the audience has been thoroughly prepared for him. 
Worthy: I can't say .he's a slave to every new fashion, 
tor he pretends to be the master or it, and is 
ever reviving some old or advancing some new 
piece of foppery, and though it don't take, is 
still as well pleased because it then obliges t .he 
town tQ take the more notice ot him. Bets so :fond 
ot a public reputation that he is more extravagant 
in his attempt to gain it than the fool that fired 
Diana's temple to immortalize his name.31 
£9 George Etherege, The Man of Mode, in Tupper and Tupper, 
op. cit., p. 146.- - - --
30 Ibid., p. 157. 
31 Colley Gibber, Love's Last Shift, in Tupper and Tupper, 
~ cit., p. 217. 
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Sir Novelty is so clothes-conscious that he even angle·a 
for compliments by depreciating himself: 
But pray tell me, madam, for I really love a 
severe critic, I am sure you must believe he has a 
more haSiY genius in dress. For my part I am but a 
sloven. 
Sir William Wisewoud aptly shows how Sir Novelty is 
dependent on clothes for his personality. 
You seem to be the offspring of more than one man's 
labor, for certainly no less than a dancing, singing, . 
and fencing master, . with a tailor , milliner, per-rumer, 1 
peruke-maker, and Frej§h valet~ chambre could be at 
the begetting or you. 
In the same category of clothes-conscious fops we find 
Selfish in A~ Widow. Before he sets foot on the stage 
we know his failing. 
Footman: Mr. Selfish is combing his peruke below 
stairs and will be here instantly. 
Bellamour: Retire, while I have him. 
(Enter Selfish, sets his peruke, and bows to 
the glass.} 
* • * * * * Selfish: Sure I am not so lean; I was told I looked 
plump today. Ha! my damned rogue has put me into 
the most bustling stuff. Bellamour, I like thy 
breeches well. 
Bellamour: Why, you don•t see 'em. 
Selfish: Yes, I see 'em in the glass; your tailor 
shall make mine. A pax on my valet~ chambre! 
How he has tied my cravat up today! A man can-
not get ~4good valet de chambre, French or English. 
The next fop who proves himself a real member of the 
52 Ibid., p., 221. 
33 Ibid.,»• 227. 
34 Thomas Shadwell, A True Widow, in The Best Plays of 
Thomas Shadwell, edTiea '6y George "Saln~ury, p. T.32. 
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house of Fashion is Lord Foppington in~ Relapse. He 
calls all his attendants to dress him, his shoemaker, his 
tailor, his hosier, his seamstress, his barber. His 
stockings being too thick must be lessened by the thickness 
of a "orawn-piece."35 Mr. Foretop presents him with the new 
periwig "so long and full that it will serve for a cloak and 
a hat in all weathers.n36 But Lord Foppington objects, 
Gad's curse, Mr. Foretop! You don't intend to 
put this upon me for a full periwig? 
Foretop: Not a full one, my lord!--- I have crammed 
twenty ounces of hair into it. 
Lord Fop.: What it may be by weight, sir, I shall 
not dispute, but by tale there are not nine hairs 
of a side. 
Fore.: 0 lord! 0 lord! 0 lord! Why as Gad sh.all 
judge me, your hon~;'s side-face is reduced to 
the top your nose! 
Thus the argument continues till my Lord Foppington is 
beribboned, perfumed, and periwigged. He is the true pic-
ture or idle elegance or his kind even with a page to carry 
his pocket handkerohief. 38 
Fashion was so widely worshipped that character was 
based on clothes; therefore, to make the satire of Lord Fop-· 
p1ngton even more pronounced, Vanbrugh put the final touch 
in his epilogue. He wanted to be sure we saw the fop as the 
35 Sir John Vanbrugh, .T1lll Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
Q]_. cit., p. 259. 
36 Colley Cibber, Love's Last Shift, in Tupper and Tupper, 
Q:Q.. cit., p. 209. 
37 Sir John Vanbrugh, The Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
Q:Q.. cit., p. 259. 
38 llu.g_ •• p. 258. 
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gentleman in all but essentials, and yet honored by the age 
as a true gentleman. 
I hold not one its friend, I must confess 
Who would discountenance your men of dress. 
For, give me leave t'observe, good clothes are things 
Have ever been or great suppo.rt to kings; 
All treasons come from slovens, it is not 
Within the gentle reach or beaux to plot; 
* .. * * * * * Through all record, no prince was ever slain 
By one who had a feather in his brain. 
They're men of too refined an education 
To squabble with a court--for a vile dirty nation. 
. * * * * * * 
Your men of mischief--still are in foul linen. 
Did ever one yet dance the Tyburn jig, 
With a free air, or a well-powdered wig?39 
Thus is one of the follies of the Restoration Age, wor• 
shiping at the alter of Fashion, highly satirized in this 
character by the dramatists of the period. 
Another of the follies which does not escape these 
writers is the close attention to manners. There is a cor~ 
reotness and over-nicety of manners, an extreme which is 
seen in the top. Manner here is taken to apply to actions, 
behavior, or deportment. Conversation I have included unde~ 
a later part. 
All the fops strive for that careless, easy sociabilitt 
seen in those of the court circle. Rochester was known tor 
his disposition of gaiety and mirth.40 Rochester and 
39 Sir John Vanbrugh, The Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
.2l!· cit., p. 294. 
40 Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. VIII, 
p. 237. 
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Buckingham won the admiration of all by their presence and 
address and by their way or entering a ballroom. The aspira-
tion of men. and women: of tashion was not for virtue or 
valour, but for style.41 
But the society of the reign or Charles II in spite or 
its baseness was concerned about standards and man-
ners, and it imposed these on its drama. It was 
convinced that there was a genteel way of doing every-
thing, entering a room or writing a prologue, carry-
ing on a debauch or writing a sonnet.42 
Perfection in writing, so sought after in this period, 
can be found in the finished polish of the plays. Five acts 
in the plays were considered good form and in accord with 
classical unities or time, place, and action. 
The correspondence of Etherege is full of the life and 
gossip of the wits of his time, "all of it expressed with 
the gaiety, candour, and foppish wit of which in his plays 
he is the acknowledged master.43 For the time, English men 
and women in good society had lapsed into an excess or 
gallantry, enjoying their orgy with incorrigible frankness 
and abandon, and avowing their enjoyment with incorrigible 
flippancy and shamelessness.n44 It is the over-indulgence in 
gallantry and nicety that is captured and satirized in the 
fop. 
41 A.H. Thorndike, English Comedy, p. 275. 
42 
· Ibid., p. 275. 
43 Cambridge History of ~nglish Literature, Vol. VIII, p.155. 
44 T'h-tn 
~-, p. 157. 
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One of the earliest of the fops is Sparkish in!!!!_ 
Country !lli· He enters in great good humor. He talks 
elaborately, and, thinking he is a wit, proceeds to tell 
things he thinks are witty. He addresses his friends as 
sparks. This pretence to sociability is certainly part of 
the fop's .manners. 
Lord Froth of '' The Double Dealer, and much of the supe:r-
ficiali ty of manner can be seen in his name, carries extra- · 
vagance of_action to the extreme. 
Lady Froth to Lord Froth: 0 that tongue? that dear 
deceitful tongue! that charming softness in 
your mien and your expression! and then your 
bow! Good, my lord, bow as you did when I gave 
you my picture. Here, suppose this m:sr picture 
--(Gives him a pocket-glass.) Pray mind, my 
lord, you shan't kiss it so much. I shall grow jealous, I vow now. (He bows profoundly low, 
then kisses the glass.) 
Lord Froth: I saw myself there, and kissed it for 
your sake. 
Lady Froth: Ah, gallantry to the last degree?45 
Lady Froth's last remark clarifies the action. The 
stage directions become quite important in showing the ac-
tions of this type of character. Sir Fopling Flutter's 
gallant manner relies greatly on the show he can acquire 
with a sweeping debut. Mr. Brisk, with his gallantry and 
~!.!!:in the same play, should not be forgotten. 
Enter Sir Fopling Flutter with his page after him.46 
45 William Congreve, The Double Dealer, in Master~ieces at 
English Drama, edited by F. E. Schelling, p. 6. ~ 
46 George Etherege, The Man of Mode, in Tupper and Tupper, 
QR_. cit., p. 135. 
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Then follows his inimitable command of some sort to his 
servants, "Page, wait without."47 He usually walks about 
with six French footmen and page in attendance. It is the 
. fashion for the gentleman to be always the cheeriest and 
wittiest of the party and Sir Fopling, when all else tails, 
dances for the company's amusement or leads them in song.48 
The most interesting diversion for Sir Fopling is to 
study himself' and entertain himself. When he dances at 
Dorimant's, he regrets that there is no mirror in which to 
study his movements.49 
Sir Fopling is a delightful and amusing character 
striving to be the "complete gentleman, who ought to dre.ss 
well, dance well, fence well, t~ have a genius for love 
letters, and an agreeable ·voioe for a chamber, to be very 
I . 
amorous, sometimes indiscreet, but not over constant."50 
In the epilogue Etherege draws the similarity between 
the behavior of Sir Fopling and that of his audience. 
Something of man must be exposed to view 
That, gallants, they may more resemble you. 
Sir Fopling is a fool so nicely writ, 
The ladies would mistake him for a wit; 
And when be sings, talks loud, and cocks, would cry, 
"I vow, DJ.othitlks ·he's pretty company!" 
So brisk, so gay, so travelled, so refined 
As he took pains to graft upon his kind. 
4 7 .I.b.19.. , p. 145. 
48 Ibid., p. 155. 
49 Ibid., p. 157. 
50 George EtheTege, The Man of Mode, Tupper and Tupper, 
' ~. cit., p. 154~- - - -
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m-.. ~ f..P ,... .• 
u-ue fops help nature's work and go to school, 
To fill and finish God A'mighty's tool. 
Yet none Sir Fopling him, or him, can call; 
He's knight o' th' . shire, and represents ye all. 
From each he meets, he culls whate'er he oan; 
Legion's his name, a people in a man.5I 
Here Etherege points out that the manner of his fop 
has been culled from all he (Etherege) has observed. In 
~ Man of~ Etherege satirized persons well known in 
London. Sir Fopling was a portrait of Beau Hewit, the 
reigning exquisite; Dorimant was Sir Charles Sedley, and 
Medley was Etherege himselr. 52 Other critics have seen Sir 
Fopling as Beau Hewit, Dorimant as Lord Rochester, Medley 
as Sedley. 53 
Congreve finds a new note to satiri.ze in the social 
side of' the fop in Tattle in~ !21: ~. Tattle's most 
clearly delineated characteristic is his desire to keep 
secrets and to protect his friends' characters, while at 
the same time, he is aching to tell all he hears. His over.-
nicety of manners becomes quite sickening when he proves 
himself to be the µypocrite. At one time, when talking to 
Valentine, he gives this over-serupulous speech. 
To be free with you, I have; I don't eare if I own 
that;---nay mere (I'm going to say a bold word now), 
I never could meddle wi.th a woman that had to do 
51 Ibid., p. 166. 
52 Alfred Bates, British Drama, Vol. XIV, p • . 103. 
53 V. De Sola Pinto, Sir Charles Sedle7! _See pote page 70. 
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with anybody else.54 
In nearly all the fops studied there is a notable 
effeminacy in their social qualities; however, this quality 
is carried to its best in Witwoud of The Way or~ World. 
Our introduction to Witwoud is to discover that he has been 
given membership in a women's society, known as their cabal 
nights, organized to "meet by turns at one another's apart-
ments, where they come together like the coroner's inquest, 
to sit upon the murdered reputations of the week."55 
Congreve painted what he saw. We may aoknowledge that 
his characters "have got out of--what shall I call it?-- of 
cuckoldery--the Utopia of gallantry, whose pleasure is duty 
and manners perfect freedom." It is in the interpretation 
of this gallantry that Congreve excelled.5° 
Sir Novelty is also quite anxious about his manners. 
I was the tirst person in England that was compli-
mented with the name of "Beau" which is a t 'itle I 
prefer before "Right Honorable," for that may be in-
herited, but this I extorted from the whole nation by 
my surprising mien and unexampled gallantry.~7 
Like the memorable Sir Fopling, Lord Foppington is in-
capable of coming on the stage without a command for his 
54 William Congreve, Love For Love, in Twelve Famous Plays 
ot Restoration and~hteintli"-century, edited by Cert 
and Klopfer, p. 271. 
55 William Congreve, The Way of the World , in Cerf and 
Klopt'er, ..QJ2. cit. , p. 302. 
56 Cambridge History or English Literature, Vol.VIII, p.178. 
57 Colley Cibber, Love's Last Shift, in Tupper and Tupper, 
..2D. cit., p. 224. 
page or pages. His manner, too, is to draw attention 1.to 
himself. On his first entrance he shows his pride by calling 
on the page to say "your lordship" to delight his own ears. 
The manner is so closely resulting from stupidity that these 
actions can be more clearly understood after the intelli-
gence of the fop has been examined. It is enough to point 
out that the fop in his pompous, ostentatious manner is a 
true satire of the social foibles or his age. The manners 
are based on the code of the gentleman of the day who in 
turn based this on fashionable morality of the day--the re-
sult or Hobbism--easy, careless, superficial, ostentatious, 
~leasure-loving in all actions. 
In the category of social elements that were satirized 
in these characters cones tche imitation of the French not 
only in clothes,~ I have .pointed out, but also in manner of 
speaking. The French influence came in when Charles II came 
to the throne from France. The court of Louis XIV ot France 
was famous for its brilliancy, and the exiled English 
courtiers retained this French influence in England . This 
French inheritance was so strong in the English court that 
one critic found it spreading through the kingdom. 
The French influence spread from the Court and 
the fashionable circles of capital to the most 
cultured cla.ss in the provinces ; it left its mark 
upon fashions and mann.ers, the superfi oial side of 
life; it even penetrated to modes of feeling and 
thinking and through the language, as well as 
through the authority of precepts and aesthetic 
example, it fashioned or rather taught and en-
couraged certain habits and preferences of taste.58 
The court was filled with gay noblemen, beribboned, 
bewigged, perfumed in the best French style, imitating 
French wit and making a great flourish of their honor. 
Those who carried this enslavement to French ideals to the 
ridiculousness of excess were crystallized in caricature 
form by these dramatists as a satire against this habit. 
In the Prologue to The M!!!, of~' Etherege points the 
finger of satire towards French ideas. 
But I'm afraid that while to France we go, 
To bring you home fine dresses, dance and show, 
The stage, like you, will but more foppish grow. 
• * * * * * 
'Tis by your follies that we players thrive, 
As the physicians by diseases live.59 
One of the earliest of the Restoration plays to include 
a satire of imitation of the French was !he Gentleman 
Dancing Master. While Mr . Paris , or Monsieur de Paris , who 
is "a vain coxcomb, and rich city heir, newly returned from 
France, and mightily affected with the French language and 
customs," is a strong satire, he is not a true fop. He 
'brags that he knows all the~ monde and always refers to 
English gentlemen with French names, as Monsieur Taileur 
,and Monsieur Esmit for Mr. Taylor and Mr. Smith. 60 The 
:58 Emile Legouis, History of English Literature, p. 5. 
59 George Etherege, The Man of Mode, in TUpper and Tupper, 
QR.. cit., p. 130.- - - --
60 William Wycherley, The Gentleman Dancing Master, op. cit., 
p. 134. 
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English born Frenchman by self-adoption also condemns another 
man because his "tailor lives in Ludgate--his valet!!. 
chambre is no Frenchman--and he has been seen at noon-day 
to go into an English eating-house. He can't dance a step, 
nor sing a French song, nor swear a French oath, nor use 
the polite conversation. n 61 Mon.sieur de Paris touches the 
tendency of the Restoration towards imitation of the French. 
For you must know, 'tis as ill breeding now to 
speak good Englis as to write good Englis, good 
sense, or a good hand.62 
In Buckingham's play The Rehearsal one character 
crystallizes the English attitude towards French aristocracy .. 
Bayes, the playwright, in telling of his characters says: 
"Mark that I makes 'em both speak French to show their 
breedingt"63 
Not only does Sir Fopling wear the latest clothes from 
'Paris, but he also adopts the code of the French gentleman. 
He hires a French valet .s..! chambre, dances a courant, a 
I houree or minuet, or sings a ruelle, to which Dorimant re-
marks that "a ruelle is a pretty cage for a singing fop."64 
61 William Wycherley, The GBntleman Dancing Master, op. 
cit., p. 134. -
62 Ibid., p. 145. 
63 Rochester, The Rehearsal, in Plays of Restoration and 
Eighteenth Century, ed! ted by Douga.Ta Macmillan an~ 
Howard Mumf'ord Jones, p. 60. 
64 George Etherege, The Man of Mode, in Tupper and Tupper, 
.21!.· cit., pp. 154-=!'57. 
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.In one scene Sir Fopling in great good humor acts more 
French than English. He talks of making love to faux-prude 
' / and the ~-prude and the coquette. He tells of his bonne 
fortune and advises the company to leave their "damned 
manner of dancing and put on the French air ." He suggests 
champagne and serenades with flambeaux. He tells Medley 
that it is more~ cavalier to appear now and then in 
dessablll~e. 65 In fact, he keeps up this halt-French, half-
English jargon till old Bellair asks, ttWhat mumming spark 
is that?" Dorimant characterizes him, 
He has no more excellence in his heels than in 
his head. He went to Paris a plain, bashful English 
blockhead, and is returned a fine undertaking French 
fop. 66 
The French influence became lighter after the accessioll. 
of James II, and one critic feels that Etherege antic ipated 
the change in this play. In contrast with Sir Fopling, the 
exquisite infatuated with French fashions, Dorimant repre-
sents a more subdued and more national replica of the same 
type, for already the reaction against excess of foreign 
influence is here peroeptible. 67 Late in the century this 
French element is touched lightly in Wit woud in~ Way .2! 
the World, who refers to everything as!! drole and con-
tinues to use French words and phrases showing his near re-
65 Ibid., pp. 151-157. 
66 Ibid., p. 154. 
67 Emile Legouis, History of English Literature, p. 43. 
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lationship to Sir Fopling. 
No doubt the atfaires de coeur of the fop should not 
escape notice. Although the fop is usually unsuccessful in 
his amours, he is again satirizing the court affairs so 
prevalent in Charles' court. The immediate result of the 
Restoration was for the king and his friends to be "fla-
grantly industrious in the pursuit of pleasure."68 This 
ideal resulted not only from the desire to rejoice for the 
Restoration of the monarchy, but also from the desire to 
kick-back both consciously and unconsciously at the former 
,severity of the commonwealth. Famous personages who pur- . 
sued this ideal were Charles II with Nell Gwyn, Lybelle 
Stuart, Lady Castlemaine, Congreve with Mrs. Bracegirdle, 
and even Pepys with Mrs. Clip. When the court came over 
from France, the courtiers brought the customs of the cere-
monies and worship of love. The Count de Grammont describes 
the French pursuit of love when he and his friend enlist 
themselves in the services of two beauties.69 These kinds 
of affairs grow until the mistresses of the seventeenth 
century French and English courts are famous. 'l'he tops 
satirize tha t same system except t hat the comic is intro-
duced by the failure of the fop in his affairs. 
In Love in a Wood Sir Simon Addleplot is always in pur-
- - - .---
68 Cambridge History of English Literaturet Vol. VIII, p.225. 
69 Memotrs or the Count of Grammout. IJ. 61. 
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.suit or women or great fortunes but with no suoceas. In 
W7oherley's !h! Plain Dealer the three near-tops, Novel. 
Major Old Fox, and Lord Plausible, tail 1n their loTes. One 
ot the most ramous examples ot Wyoherley•s tops who loaes all 
1s Spark1sh in '!'he Countrz !!!!• Sparkish la engaged to 
marry Alithea, but after he introduces her to Harcourt, he 
loa e her. Re does not understand Harcourt's and Allthea•s 
actions till she has married Harcourt. 
Sir J'opling, of oours, $Uocumbs to this weakness or 
all true tops. In fact, Sir Fopling 1s the victim ot a 
plot. H tails in his love suit to Mrs. Loveit because it 
was planncrd b-y Mrs. Love1 t to use him as a toil. 
Medley: Pray, how goes your business with Mrs. LoTeit? 
Sir Fop.: You might have answere4 yourself 1n the 
hall le.st night. Dorimant 1 did you not see the 
a4Yan.oes she made me? I have been endeavoring a 
new song.'70 
Sir Jopling continue to wait upon his supposed mistress, 
not knowing of the plot till the very end when Mrs. Loveit 
has to dismiss him roughly, and he attains the same tate as 
all t .he other fops. Re 1s doomed to go unloved. 
Sir Fop.: Shall I wait upon you, Madam? 
Mrs. Lov*ft: Legion ot tools, as many de-vlla take 
thee: . 
W1twoud. in The Waz!?!_ the World waits on M1llamant but 
to no avail for himself. 
70 George Etherege, ~ Man Si!£. Mod~, in TUpper and 'l'upper • 
.21?.• o1t •• p. 157. -
71 Ibid., p. 166. 
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Sir Novelty Fashion is duped as was Sir Fopling. Sir 
Novelty, seeing Narcissa beautiful and rich, pledges his 
services to her. 
Sir Novelty : --- But this is an irresistible occa-
sion. Madam , your most devoted slave. Sir, 
your most humble servant. Madam, I kiss your 
hands.72 
When Mrs. Flareit disguises herself as Narcissa, Sir Novelty 
swears his love to her and swears he'll never see Flareit 
again.'73 Naturally , he loses both Naroissa and his mistresa, . 
Mrs. Flareit. 
Lord Foppington also falls victim to this unfailing 
fate of all fops. lord Foppington loses his inamorata to 
his brother, young Fashion. But at the denouement, he 
;philosophizes. 
Now, for my part, I think the wisest a man oan do 
wit4 an. aching heart is to put on a serene counte-
na~· ') for a philosophical air is the most beooming · 
thing fn the world to the face of a person ot quality. · 
I will therefore bear my disgrace like a great man, 
and let the people see I am above an affront.74 
~ Fop's Intellect 
The rop was socially peculiar to his age because of 
the artificialit7 of the time. Only in a period of strong 
72 Colley Oibber, Love's Last Sh1t't, in Tupper and Tupper, 
.Q12. cit., p. 225. 
'13 Ibid., p. 233. 
74 Sir John Vanbrugh, The Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
op. cit., p. 294. 
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critical acumen, moreover, would it be possible for such a 
character to develop. In this "society comedy" it was 
necessary for the dramatist to evaluate critically his own 
audience, locate its weaknesses, embody these in comic form, 
and present them in comedy to those he imitated. It was 
this astute critical ability or the dramatist which allowed 
him to see fine shades of differences in his audience. The 
fop is a result of this sharp critical analysis. He is the 
nit-wit in a group of wits. His character is an appeal to 
the truly enlightened group; it is entertainment to the 
less enlightened. The character is neo-classical in its 
satire and refined cynicism. 
The audience with its attention to correctness·, nicety 
of manners, frivolity, and its adoration of wit, fashions, 
and gentlemanly qualities seems to have lent itself easily 
to satire on those who came just short or a sane interpreta-
tion of these terms. 
· Wit, indeed, was the final word in style and manners. 
The courtiers lay awake nights trying to form happy 
epigrams and repartees that they could use the next 
day. They were fond of comedy partly because its 
likely dialogue gave an exhibition of the game ot wit 
at which they were all practising. And the drama 
could scarcely tail to be witty under the patronage 
of the king who "never said a foolish thing nor did a 
wise one." It was not only on the stage but in so-
ciety that every action was capped by a pungent 
comment, an 1ndf~1cacy by an innuendo and a follow 
by a witticism. 
It was this society which, when it allowed itself ex-
75 A.H. Thorndike, English Comedy, p. 276. 
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cesses, ov~'etnphasizing sophistication and the trappings ot 
gentility, formed the basis .of the intellectual satire. 
The fop ov~-e~phasized wit without having an understanding 
of it. He strained after wit, the fashionable mode of the 
time, and not being a man of wit showed his lack still more. 
This false virtuoso who aped the real virtuoso and failed 
because of a lack ot intelligence shows the idea of comedy 
in vogue at that period when the only recognized sin was 
dullness, and he also demonstrated the critical ability or 
the dramatist. 
It was clear that the oentr,e or the new kind of 
comedy must be the Man of wit and Fashion as he was 
conceived by the courtiers ot Charles II, the ideal 
personage who had been to some extent embodied in 
the persons of such men as Rochester, Etherege, 
Sedley, and Buckhurst. The first and obvious 
method of making such a person an effective stage 
character was- to contrast him with the false "pre-
tenders to wit," the Chesterfields, Beau Hewitts~ 
and other foolish moths ,,o cireled giddily round 
the lights ot Whitehall. . · . 
.As a means of comedy the fop was even used by the drama.tists 
as a contrast with the true virtuoso. 
In this comedy the "baser sort of men" have become 
those low on the intellectual scale. No longer is comedy 
a picture of the socially menial person, the country bump-
kin, the obvious clown. Comedy has become urbane, aristo-
cratic; she has "squeezed herself' into the drawing-room." 
Reason and intellect are the essentials in this age, and 
intellectual inferiority in the gentleman class wears the 
77 V. De Sola Pinto, Sir Charles Sedley, p. 859. 
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dunce cap. The fop is a gentleman in all but the essentials; · 
he imitates the manners, wit, and dress of the Restoration 
gallant without understanding his wit or his philosophy ot 
living. The fop, missing a true understanding of the 
Restoration society, strains himself to fit in the fast, 
aristocratic society and overdoes the social but underdoes 
the intellectual. Because the Restoration dramatist could 
see the distinction between the real and the false, the fop 
became peculiarly a product of the critical attitude or his 
period. As Congreve said in his Dedication, he has the in-
tention to depict not the gross fools "which are meant to 
be ridiculed in most of our comedies" but "some characters 
which would appear ridiculous, not so much through a 
natural folly (which is incorrigible and therefore not proper 
for the stage) as through an affect.eel wit; a wit, which at 
·the same time that 1 t is affected, is also false." Then he 
added, because some critics failed to see the subtleties, 
~this play (The Way of~ World) had been acted two or 
three days, betore some of these hasty judges could find 
the leisure to distinguish betwixt the character of a Wit-
woud and a Truew1t.n78 
The lack or intellect in the fop and his egotism, which 
blind him and keep him from seeing that he is not a wit, re-
sult in clever satires on him and on the age which allowed 
78 Congreve's Dedication, quoted in G. H. Nettleton, English 
Dramas of Restoration and Eighteenth Century, p. 129. 
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him to develop. Etherege assails this false virtuoso in 
his Epilogue to The~ .2.f. ~. 
Most modern wits sueh monstrous fools have shown, 
They seem'd not or heav'n's making, but their own. 
Those nauseous harlequins 1n farce may pass, 
But there goes more to a substantial ass • . 
Something of man must be exposed to view 
That, gallants, they may more resemble you. 
Sir Fopling is a fool so nicely writ, 
The ladies would mistake him for a wit; 
And when he sings, talks loud, and cocks would cry, 
"I vow, methinks ·he's pretty company·!" 
As he, took pains to graft upon his kind 
True fops help nature's work and go to school, 
To file and finish God A'mighthy' tool. 
Yet none Sir Fopling him, or him can call; 
He's knight o'th'sh1re, and represents ye all.79 
As an intellectual satire the top is not less intere.sting. 
His lack of intellect is found in every representative ot 
his race. 
One ot the early fops in Restoration drama to portray 
this intellectual ,inferiority was Mr. Dapperwit. Much can 
be noted in his name. One noteworthy sign or this lack or 
intelligenee can be seen in the utter i mperviousness to in-
sults. When Sir Simon says he'll take no wine but asks 
everyone to spare Mr. Dapperwit's company, Vincent answers, 
"You do us a double favour, to take him and leave the wine. nBO 
Mr. Dapperwit misses the point completely. 
Another noteworthy example of the stupidity of fops 
79 George Etherege, '!'he Man of Mode, in Tupper and Tupper, 
Q.IL. cit., p. 166. 
80 William Wycherley, Love in ~ Wood, in W. C. Ward, op. 
cit., p. &5. 
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can be round in Novel in~ Plain Dealer. In a conversa-
tion with Olivia, Novel suooeeds in showing his lack of 
intelligence. 
Novel: I say , the rogue, that he may be the only 
wit in company, will let nobody else talk, and- -
Olivia: Ay, those fops who love to talk all them-
selves are ot all things my aversion. 
Novel: Then you'll let me speak, madam, sure. 
The rogue, I say, w111 force his jest upon you; 
and I hate a jesj1that's forced upon a :man, as 
much as a glass. 
In this category Sparkish should be placed close to 
the top. · His lack or intelligence caused him to· lose Ali-
thea. This stupidity has already been pointed out. Horner 
remarks of Sparkish, 
One that, by being Sf the company of men of sense 
would pass for one. 
Harcourt also remarks that Sparkish "ravishes our conversa-
tion" and tells nothing. Dorilant says that he is "snubbed, 
checked., and abused, and still hangs on." 
After Sparkish introduces Harcourt and Alithea, Har-
court says to Alithea that he was an enemy of marriage till 
now. Sparkish thinks that Harcourt hates to lose his friend-
ship through marriage. Sparkish is utterly dull; he tails 
to realize that Harcourt says this as a compliment to Ali-
thea because he loves her himself. When Alithea tells 
Sparkish that Harcourt speaks disparagingly or him, he says 
81 William Wycherley, The Plain Dealer, in Tupper and 
Tupper, ~· cit., p:-:103. 
82 William Wycherley, The Country Wife, in W. C. Ward, 
~- oit., p. 87. 
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that "'tis but 1n jest.tt Sparkish is over-talkative and 
likes to control the conversation with. what he thinks is 
wit. He thinks by his display ot verbosity that he is aping 
the wits and is one ot them. Meanwhile, they make run of 
him. His anxiety to please, to be one ot the wits, to be 
humorous, and to bow to the mannerij of the period causes 
him to ignore the possibilit--ies of jealousy and, hence, to 
be gullible. 
Sir Fopling, who is popularly known as an "admirable 
piece of emptiness" or a person ot "great acquired follies, ·11 
rates low on the intellectual scale of the fops. Medley 
says that he is "like many others, beholding to his educa-
tion for making him so eminent a coxcomb."83 Sir Fopling 
seems to be able to see and desire everything lacking in 
the real values. His idea of the complete gentleman as one 
who ought to "dress well, dance well, fence well, have a 
genius for love letters, an agreeable voice for a chamber, 
be very amorous, something discreet, but not overconstant"S4 
shows his entire thought to be focused on social success. 
Mrs. Loveit is able to use Sir Fopling as her tool; because 
he is easily deceived, he shows that he has given the situ~ 
ation very little thought.. 
The intellectual immaturity with the accompanying 
83 George Etherege, The Man of Mode, in Tupper and Tupper, 
~- cit., p. 135.- - - -
84 Ibid., p. 135. 
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emphasis on gentlemanly accomplishments, the overdoing of 
the social and the underdoing of the intellectual are vindly 
noted in Buckingham's play!!! Rehearsal. Two characters 
discuss the approval of a new play. 
Johnson: Aye, so do some of our city wits, too; but 
they are of the new kind or wits. 
Smith: New kind? what kind is that? 
Johnson: Why your virtuosi, your civil persons, 
your drolls--tellows that scorn to imitate na-
ture but are given altogether to elevate and 
surprise. 
Smith: Elevate and surprise? Prithee make me under-
stand the meaning of that. 
Johnson: Nay, by my troth, that's a hard matter; 
---... •Tis a phrase they have got among them to 
express their no meaning by. I'll tell you as 
well as I can what it is. Let me see; 'tis 
f'ighting, loving, s.leeping, rhyming, dying, 
dancing, singing, crying, and everything but 
thinking and sense.8~ 
Because he strives so hard .after nothing as do all the 
,others, young Maggot in _! ~ Widow can also wear the 
dunce cap. One conversation about him and his character is 
.seen. 
Bellamour: Amongst the rest of fops there 1s young 
Maggot, one whom his uncle, whose heir he is, 
bred at the Inns-of-Court and intended f or the 
l aw. But he has left that and is run wit-mad·; 
thinks of nothing, endeavours at nothing but to 
be a wit and a lover, and both in spite or nature. 
Stanmore: And though he has made love and wit his 
whole business, he has gotten no farther yet than 
to be thought a wit by the fools, and an ass by 
the witty men.86 
The famous Tattle in Love for Love suceesst'ully shows 
----- ---- -
85 Duke of Buckingham, The Rehearsal, in Macmillan and 
J' ones , ~. cit • , p. 53:' 
86 Thomas Shadwell, A True Widow, in George Saintsbury, 
~. cit., p. 131. 
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his lack of intelligence in being tricked into telling his 
secrets. He is also not discerning enough to recognize 
Valentine's feigned madness. Jeremy i s able to trick him 
into marrying Mrs. Frail. When he realizes he is married, 
be bewails, 
But this is the most cruel thing, to marry one does 
not know how, nor why nor wherefore. --- The devil 
take me if ~Jer I was so much concerned at anything 
in my life. . 
Witwoud is another fop who can be written down as an 
intellectual loss. He has the characteristic in common 
with Sparkish of being utterly unable to grasp an insinua-
tion. Witwoud enters the play calling upon all to pity 
him in a manner of surplus affectation and announces that 
his fool half-brother is coming. Mirabell suggests that as 
he is his half-brother ,. ,tis possible he may be but half a 
too1.n88 Witwoud calls this~ drole! At the end of the 
play when the plot is finally untangled, Witwoud fails en-
tirely to get the score. 
I' gad, I understand nothing of the matter; I'm in 
a maze yet, like a dog in a dancing-schoo1.89 
Sir Novelty is extremely humorous in his failure to 
understand the core of the action and the speech. He takes 
his place beside Sparkish, Sir Fopling, and Witwoud in ac-
87 William Congreve, Lov! for Love, in Cert . and Klopfer, 
~. cit., p. 336. 
88 William Congreve, The .~ay of the World, in Tupper and 
Tupper,~· cit., p. 3 4. 
89 . Ibid., p. 332. 
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eepting insults as compliments. Worthy says to him, 
Ob, Sir, there are some that take so much notice 
of you that the town takes notice of them for it. 
Sir Nov.: How of them, Tom, upon my account? Oh, 
gad, I would not be the ruin of any lady's 
reputation for the world.iO · 
Lord Foppington's attitude toward thinking shows his 
intelligence. He strives for wit without realizing it is 
the result of thought. He is unable to abide a quiet 
country life. 
For 'tis impossible to be quiet , without thinking; 
now th~iking is to me the greatest fatigue in the 
world. 
Lord Foppington reels that to read a book is "to entertain 
one's self with the forced product ot another man's brain.ntS 
Lord Foppington displays the same amount of intelligence 
that his ancestors have shown. Like the others he .thinks 
the lady, Amanda, loves him and does :aot realize that he is 
acting quite like a tool. When Amanda boxes his ears, he 
is quite surprised. When Loveless stab$ him, the doctor is 
easily able to make him think he is dying. His pretense to 
wit does not save him from becoming the easy prey of his 
brother. He is gullible when his brother and Lory, the 
servant, pry from him the knowledge of his intended marriage. 
Having all his attention riveted on himself, he is incapable 
90 Colley Gibber, Lovets Last Shift, in Tupper and Tupper, 
Ql2_. Q..!!.., p. 222. 
91 Sir John Vanbrugh, The Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
QE_. cit., p. 263. 
92 Ibid., p. 263. 
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of seeing and understanding lite about him. 
The poverty of intellect in the top is paraded by him. 
in a variety of ways. His ~mperviousness to insults, his 
inability to get the point 1n any conversation or situation 
exhibit this characteristic. There are yet ot.her· me.ans by 
which he is at great pains to show his dullness. His 
language .is imitative and stereotyped. Instead of fitting 
. his expression to the sense of the situation he has a 
language pattern that he uses~ Incapabie of real wit.ti-
~ 
cisms and innuendos, he develops a set ot expressions with 
which he tires his listeners. He mimics men or sense, and 
memorising the phrases and tads of the day,. carrd:es these 
to excess. 
"A Pox" or 0 A pox on it" are the favorite by-words of 
Mr. Dapperwit, Sir Fopling, Tattle, young Maggot, and 
Sparkish. These are some of the common expressions of the 
stage, but these fops use them at all times, fittingly or 
unfittingly. Other stereotyped expressions are Mr. Dapper-
wit's "Let me perish," Sir Novelty's "Stop my vitals" and 
"Strike me dumb," and later Lord Foppington•s "Stap my 
vitals" and other "a" for "o" substitutions and with his 
usual liaisons as "What dost thou think on't?"93 and 
"'Twere hard.~94 These phrases or affectations are re-
93 Sir John Vanbrugh, The Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
~· cit., p. 259. 
94 Ibid., p. 259. 
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peated and repeated proba'bl.y because the top , being a nit• 
wit str1V1ll8 to be a wit, needs as man1 atoek phraaee· to 
use a.a 1>osa1ble in or«er that he may strain bis :tacul ties 
tor r · al w1tt1o1sms. These praot.ices ooul4 al oat 'be sa14 
to have been the result ot a b.lnt in .ronson'a plq E'r.eg 
"n Out ot !tis Humour 1n which Carlo Buttone instruct• 
................. --- .._.. -·--
Sogliardo oa the ways ot 'being e. gentleman. 
Anotbe.r atteotation i~ the speeob ot these 'Yain, 
strutting, balt-w1t'ted fellows 1s the forced use ot tire-
some similitudes. itwGud'a desire to flaunt his intollec-
tual powers or to be real w1t causea him to adopt this 
torm of speech. Mrs • .Milamant tin lly . ska him t.o "truce 
With your similitudes." 
J4r.e . llilamut: o, I have dented ~eelt airs today. 
I have walked as r st through the oro 4-....... 
Witwoud.t As a favorite Just disgraced; an.d with as 
tew rouowers. 
Mrs. Mllamant: Dear Mr. W1twoud, truce with your 
a1m111 tudes; for I' as aicnc or • 4':tn•~--
W1twoud: As a physician ot good air----
Mr. Dapperwit 1s another top badly arreote<l by this manner 
ot epeecb. Atter many such speeohes as "l h1d9my mistress 
with as uch care aa a spark ot the town does bis money from 
hie dun.• or "that were sh -rd to bar a young person in 
the pulp1t. the tirth or November, railing at the Churoh ot 
. Rome-- - - " Poor Ro·nger, his listener, has to plead, 
Na1. I bar more a1m111tude .95 
95 William Wycherley, Love .!! A Vl-gq_d . ., in Ward, ,22.01t . ,p . !59. 
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On entering a company, tbe fop is effusive with affec-
tion and his welcomes are usually repetitions. Sir Fopling' 
is parti.cularly addicted to the over-affectionate greeting. 
Sir Fopling: tise, wait without. Madam, I kiss 
your hand. 
Later. 
Sir Fopling: Dear Bellair? 
* * * * * * Sir Fopling: Dorimant, let me kiss tbee.97 
Sir Novelty is not less effusive. 
Sir Novelty: Ladies, your bumble servant, Dear 
Loveless, let me embrace thee. I am over-joyed at thy good fortune, stop my vitals.~8 
Such mannerisms as these, consciously developed by the tops 
for pretentious parades into the center of conversation and 
company, are indications in t~emselves of his true intellect. 
Since the fop is a product ot a keenly critical age, 
an age that examined everything with a cold, unemotional 
reason, any inability of the top to analyze critically and 
to see true values would satirize the same lack in the 
period. Because the Restoration stage mirrored the Restora-
tion society, any weakness in one who was a gentleman in all 
but the essentials would be a direct reflection on society. 
96 George Etherege, The Man of Mode, in Tupper and Tupper, 
~· cit., p. 145.----
97 Ibid., p. 153. 
98 Colley Cibber, Love's Last Shift, in Tupper and Tupper, 
QI?.. e 1 t . , p • 243. 
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The fop did lack any sense or value, especially in his atti-
tude toward women. A true test of the critical acumen of 
the dramatist lay in this satire. The Restoration drama-
tists wrj.ting about the first ten years' debauch of Charles' 
court saw a chance for corrective satire in this character. 
The fop was always given the lady who was loose in her 
morals. The gentleman in all but the essentials was 
matched with the lady in all but the essentials. The 
striving of the fop to have this lady who, he thought, was 
above reproach exhibits his intellectual insufficiency. 
The satire is even more etticaoious when it is remembered 
that the dramatist of the period wrote the play with the 
heroine, who was to be played by his beloved, as a complete-
ly moral lady. One case of this stupidity is Sparkish and 
his beloved, Alithc.,a, who sees much of Mr. Horner and 
marries Mr. Harcourt before Sparkisht still believing she 
is above reproach, realizes she is not marrying him.99 Sir 
Fopling and Mrs. Loveit are also examples. She uses him as 
a foil and he tallows her with the superlatives of praise 
' 
not realizing her charaoter.100 Young Maggot runs mad afte~ 
wit and love in the form of Gertrude, the far from respect-
able daughter of Lady Cheatly.101 Sir Novelty and ll1s 
_99 William Wycherley, The Country Wife. 
lOO George Etherege, The Man qt_ Mode. 
101 Thomas Shadwell, A. ~ Widow, in George Saints bury, 
~ a1L, p. 214. 
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mistress, Flarei t, carry on .the tradition of the fops.102 
Lord Fopp1ngton pursues Hoyden, who is already married to 
his brother. She accepts Lord Foppington, and he, ignorant 
of the true state or affairs, remains happy • . When Hoyden 
leaves him for his brother, and he discovers he has been 
duped, he still sees not the disgraceful implication and 
says, 
Now, for my part, l think the wisest thing a man can 
do with an aching heart is to put on a serene 
countenance, for a philosophical air is the most be-
coming thing in the world to the face of a person of 
quality.103 
The last characteristic is the one which is the root 
of all foppery--egotism. It is pride and egotism which has 
:made the fop develop an over-n1ee·tr of manners to ape the 
French customs. Because the Il'"rench eourt was the most 
~amous court in the world at that time, these fops thought 
they could develop some fame b7 imitating the French. Many 
of the affaires de coeur which the top entered into left 
bim the jilted one because he entered these only to eater to 
his own egotism. Because all this attention was toeused en• 
tirely on himself, he failed eompletely to use his wit and 
judgment in any direction. This ego'.tism and excessive 
pride all fops had in common. It is the cause of their 
102 Collev Cibber Love's Last Shift • 
., , ----
1o3 Sir J'ohn Vanbrugh, 'fhe Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
.QR. C 1 t . , p • 2 94. 
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t'opism. 
One of the earliest of the long line of fops, Mr. 
Dapperwit, is characterized as a "brisk, conceited, half-
witted f'ellew o,f t.he tcrwn/ ~1~4 An example of his ex-
treme egotism ia his conversation with Lydia in which he 
tells her or the different kinds or wit,ending with the 
judge wit. 
Dapperwit: Your judge-wit, or critic, is all these 
together, and yet has the wit to be more of them: 
.be can think, speak, write, as well as the rest 
but scorns (himself a judge) to be judged by 
posterity: he rails at all the other classes of 
wits, and his wit lies in damning all but him-
self:-- he is your true wit. 
Lydia: Then, I suspect you are of his form. 
Dapperwit: I oannot deny it, madam.105 
Novel is extremely at pains to mention his good reputa-
tion and brag about his individual character. Novel is al-
ways bragging abou~ being entertained with such kindness. 
When he meets Olivia he is anxious to acquaint her with his 
social sueoesses. 
Novel: Well, ma*dam, d'ye know whence I come now? 
• • * * * 
Novel: From a place where they have treated me with 
so much civility and kindness, a pox on them! 
that I could hardly get away to you, dear madam.106 
Sparkish has more than his share or egotism. He tries 
to aet important and says to his friends that he has left an 
104 William Wycherley, Love In ~ Wood, in W. C. Ward, ~· 
cit., p. 10. 
105 Ibid., p. 41. 
-106 William Wycherley, The Fla.in Dealer, f bid., p. 400. 
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earl to dine with them. They hastily thrust him out of the 
room and tell him not to disappoint the earl and laugh 
happily to be rid of him. The highest degree of egotism is 
displayed by Sparkish. At one time he says, "I love to be 
envied." At another time he makes this statement while 
.. 
pondering over Alithea's marriage to Harcourt: 
But who could have thought a woman ooul.d have been , 
false to me? By the world, I could not have thought 
it.107 
Sir Fopling is extremely proud ot his French clothes, 
bearing, and accent and takes pains to flaunt them before 
all. Re asks if anyone has noticed his caleche; then he 
observes that there are so few delicate enough to observe -
the bel !!!.;: of his caleche and that England is tar too 
grossier.108 
.... 1_ ........................ He always draws attention to .his clothes and 
never tires of enumerating the French makers of each article. 
Sir Fopling considers himself to be quite the beau to 
all the ladies. When he and Mrs. Loveit walk in the park, 
be condemns others for any laok in dress and says that only 
the~ monde should be allowed to walk there, meaning 
himself'.1o9 When he discovers that Mrs. Loveit has neTer 
eared for him, he dismisses her with that flippancy oharae-
teristic of the egotist. Then he loudly decides not to hava 
107 Will.lam Wyohe;.ley, 'fhe Country Wife, in W. C. Ward, 
· sm. cl t. , p . .;;.,43. 
108 George Etherege, The Man of~' in Tupper and Tupper, 
.Q.11. oit., p. 146. 
109 Du.,g_. t p. 149. 
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an affair with Mrs. Loveit because an intrigue would "throw 
away that vigour on which I mean I shall shortly court to 
the whole sex in a ballet.nllO 
Maggot is characterized as "a coxcomb conceited ot his 
beauty, wit, and breeding, thinking all women 1n love with 
him; always admiring and talking of hims.elf. ttlll Bellamour 
aptly pictures him in one speech. 
Bellamour: But there i ,s another coxcomb of that ex-
treme vanity, that Nature, amongst all her vari-
ety of fools, has not produced the like; he draws 
all lines of discourse to the centre of his own 
person, and never was known to speak, but "I did!" 
or "I said," was at the beginning or end of it.I 2 
Congreve's fops also have this egotism found in the 
other dramas of the period. Tattle in ~ !£!: 1£!! brags 
that he is the famous Turk-'.fattle,113 who was quite the 
lady-killer. He is over-anxious to be known as a famous 
lover and beau. 
Sir Novelty has so much of self-worship that he even 
angles for compliments from others by depreciating himself. 
Sir Novelty is one of the best braggarts on the stage. Of 
course he often brags about inconsequential qualities, but 
he is delighted to have these characteristics. At one time 
llO Ibid., p. 165. 
111 Thomas Shadwell, A True Widow, in George Saintsbury, 
op. eit., p. 126. - -
ll2 !bid., p. 273. 
113 William Congreve, Love tor Love, in Cerf and Klopfer, 
op. cit., p. 273. 
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he says that he was "th~ first person in England to be 
complimented with the name of 'Beau'" and that he exhorted 
this title from the whole nation by his "surprising mien 
and unexampled gallantry." He also brags that he always 
makes two plays during an evening and always sits with his 
back to the stage to draw the attention of the public.114 
He loves to show off with his outlandish clothes, his coach. 
and equipage, and his odd performances. 
When Sir Novelty is raised to the peerage, his pride 
receives an added expansion. He calls on his page to say 
"your lordship" to delight his ears. Then with an over-
flow or joy trom his own pride he says, · 
'Tis an unspeakable pleasure to be a man or quality, 
strike me dumb!---- My Lord!---- Your Lordship! My 
Lord Foppington!ll5 
Lord Foppington is so completely self-interested that 
he is incapable of any affection for anyone else. He would 
not even read a book because it is the forced product of 
another man's brain. He cares not for Hoyden or for his 
brother. In fact, he values him.self so highly that he 
thinks everyone else does, too. At one time when young 
:Fashion asks for some money, Lord Foppington says, 
Nature has made some ditferenoe 'twixt you and I. 
Fash.: Yes, she has made you older---
114 Colley Cibber, Love's Last Shift, in Tupper and Tupper, 
~ cit., p. 224. 
115 Sir John Vanbrugh, The Relapse, in Tupper and Tupper, 
QI?.: cit., p. 258. 
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Lord Fop .• , That ls not all Tam·. 
Faah. t wiby. what ls then .el&e? 
Lol'd Pop., ( Looklng flrst upon hhtseit. than upon 
his brother) Ask the ladle ~116 
However• LO:rd Fio_pp1ngtont s pride oaPPiee him one step too 
far. fop when bis bN>tbeP remarks., ff'l'hc,u art the pP1nee of' 
coxcotnbs." Lord Fopp!ngton unconsciously rltb a burst ot 
pride PGpl1es1 us1r-,•I am praud et being at the head of so 
preva111ng a pa:rty. nll'7 
When !!!! Waz ,!! the 11 o.rld fail.ad on the Jmg11sb: stag&, 
the top was (k.Jad. TWo years before. 1n 1699j' both the play 
and the chaneter had been de lt death 'bl•• by JtJ·rem, 
C&ll1eP 1n his at taok on the Ensl1ab stage. Both the s tin 
1n the ene.n~te.r and the s timon ot the clers,man were !med 
at the vices, o, aoo1atT • nd who ean aay whieh was the mo:re 
effective! 
WP!:t1ng toP a limit d audience. and coldly s.at1Piiing 
the ·•eakneases of that aud:1enoe . the Restoration dninatiats 
fount! .eomedv 1n 8hold!ng u-p the glass. • Jcmaon a 'Moliere 
had taught them how to hold it. It was in this Vtf"f' d1ence 
th t the foptt m.1ng1ed., d1spla .Ing their scc1al yet tri 
. -
1aucbe graees and their intellectual and soe1el disgraces. 
so seleet was the audience · toot. 'llben one theatre had a 
.116 I bld . P • 269. 
-- · 
ll?' J bl411t; p .• 269. 
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suooesstul play• the o the1"" was closed. Made up of the court 
aoc1ety• the aU'11ence· was l1m1 'ted,. edu'?&te4. qui'r'k t9r w1t • 
. ' 
and profligate enough to be the basis ot the .satire 111 the 
pla,'e 1 t was w1 tJ:u.1ss1ng. l t was in this nan-ow 11 t'tle 
. . . 
pla)'bowae Vilt.ere one olaaa ruled anct ·a ~·•laugh•• the 
' ' - ' . . . . 
we tor applnueell8 '118:t . this ollancter µ11ecl., :,s""t~4 
his J10ur.,, d:1e4 W1 th Ule people U1 whom tie hall h18 £8.4!9D 
J,tik,. ' 
· B7 this ohare.oter the draniat1.s1 aafl.!'1$81. m81'l.J' ot 'lbe 
oondll1ons he saw 1n lles'toration .society. ·· Faabion ·was 
WO~Sh1pped 1a. that aae_. an<1 the top adored·at \he Altar ot 
Faabion. Sooiety moved 1th a strict code o~ DJatmer that 
re1u1Nd gent111~ in all actions• an4 the top waa perteot1.on 
in cur,ug this out,, even though the stand.an o't ®ing wa 
applied to dolng nothing at all. Charles and b1a oourttera~ 
baY1ng once been t the court or F~oe, retain..$4 many ot 
the Frenoh ou.stoma and olotbeai and the top had mol."e bench 
worcla, ~en,oh v.aleta., and French manner 14lan. an7one. untU 
it was said of one fop that be we.a born a plain. bruJhf'Ul 
English b.lockbea4 and retuned tro.J Paris a fine under-
takin.g 11ron .. b fop.l.19 
Evea 1th b1a Frenoh tni.ning, ho ever, the top oould 
not con..i tha't he 111:W a blockhead. It \"18.S thzougll th1 
Oharaoteriatto that the Reato.rat1on drama11st was able to 
118 Allar4yce Nicoll. ~-, ott.,. lh 't~ 
llt Geo7ge Ethenge• The· flan ot Mode, 1n Tupper end 1\lpper, 
.9:lt• o.1 t ... • P• 154. 
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use him as a powertul .satire on those who, like him. were 
perteotion 1n all but the essentials. In this satire the 
foP showed how well he was a product of the acute. er1tical 
attitude of the period. 
The top never realized that he was usuall1 the one on 
whom all tlle jokes were played. He chose always the woman 
ot doubttul quality and nev•r realized the toll7 or his 
ohoioe. He al ways could 'Oe depended upon to miss the real 
point, uaually b oause ., being an extreme egotist, he had 
his attention focused on himself. Hi.s 1ntelleotual infer1-
or1 ty waa unpardonable in this age when the only sin was 
Dullness. 
Atter the turn ot the century and atter Oollier had 
given his attack on the stage, the spirit or the comedy 
changed. The mirror no longer retl cted the court ot 
Charles because he and most of his eourtiers were dead, 
and the reigning couple lacke4 the same elements. Mos·t or 
the Restoration dramatists were dead. Congl"eve had put a-
way h1s pen atter the tailure or The !!!l SU: !!l!, World , and 
Wycherley was very old. The audience teo had changed. The 
bourgeoia olaes had crept 1n the back door, bringing with it 
a love for atriotly moral plays, sentimentality, and slower 
wit. The 4ramatist had to please his audience. Graduall1 
he became moral, he became less witty, he beoame sentimental. 
The dramatist still mirrored his audience. but the aud1enoe 
had ohange4, and with this change to a middle class, a oom-
merc1al olaas, the top disappeared. 
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